Structural Polymorphism as the Result of Kinetically Controlled Self-Assembly.
Traditionally, the goal of self-assembly and supramolecular chemistry is to engineer an equilibrium structure with a desired geometry and functionality; this is achieved through careful choice of molecular monomers, growth conditions, and substrate. Supramolecular assemblies produced under nonequilibrium conditions, in contrast, can form metastable structures with conformations quite different from those accessible in equilibrium self-assembly. The study of nonequilibrium growth of clusters potentially impacts the study of nucleation in atmospheric aerosols, nucleation in organic crystallization, and mesoscale organization for systems ranging from biological molecules to molecular electronics. In our experiments, we prepare surface monolayers of small organic and organometallic molecules through direct injection of a solution onto a substrate in high vacuum. During this process, the rapid evaporation of small solution droplets in high vacuum can lead to nonequilibrium growth conditions. The resulting structures are then characterized by scanning tunneling microscopy. Among the features observed in these experiments are cyclic, hydrogen-bonded pentamers. For carboxylic acids, the two-molecule ring dimer is the common binding motif. Large, cyclic hydrogen-bonded systems are uncommon, especially so for rings with five members. Despite this, pentagonal clusters appear to be a general phenomenon for systems containing adjacent strong and weak hydrogen-bonding elements on five-member aromatic rings. Regular pentamers have been observed as metastable structures for ferrocenecarboxylic acid, indole-2-carboxylic acid, and isatin (1-H-indole-2,3-dione). Electronic structure calculations confirm the relative stability of these structures with respect to the dimer or catemer conformations which are observed in the solid-state crystal structures. For ferrocenecarboxylic acid, cyclic pentamers undergo further self-assembly, resulting in long-range order in conjunction with local 5-fold rotational symmetry. This system is the first reported self-assembled molecular quasicrystal, and it remains the only example of a hydrogen-bonded quasicrystal. This supramolecular structure forms as a result of the cocrystallization of hydrogen-bonded cyclic pentamers with intercalated molecular dimers. The shared bonding to a single dimer is responsible for locking the adjacent pentamers in specific distances and orientations, which produces the quasicrystal. Careful analysis of experimental data provides evidence that, in some cases, metastable clusters are formed in solution and then subsequently adsorb on the surface. This is a unusual mechanism for supramolecular assembly, and it has important implications for understanding questions in crystal growth, namely: what the initial stages of crystal growth are as molecules are first precipitating from solution; what role the solvent plays in determining crystal structure; and whether solvent-mediated clustering is important in the broader phenomenon of solid-state polymorphism.